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Appendix: Form 1 from the SA Mental Health Regulations 1995 (repealed)

Form 1

Mental Health Regulations 1995
(Regulation 5(a))

Order for admission and detention in an approved treatment centre (section 12(1))

To: The Director,

I have at ................................................. am/pm on this date ...... /....../......... completed my examination of ................................................................. of .................................................................

(full name in block letters)  (address in block letters)

sex* male/female, date of birth ...... /....../.........

2 The above person *is/is not already a voluntary patient in the treatment centre.

3 As a result of my examination I am satisfied—
   (a) that the above person has a mental illness that requires immediate treatment; and
   (b) that the treatment is available in the above centre; and
   (c) that the person should be admitted (if not already a patient) and detained in the centre—
      (i) in the interests of *his/her health and safety; and/or
      (ii) for the protection of other persons.

4 The grounds on which I have formed my opinion are as follows (additional reports *are/are not attached):

......

......

5 I make an order for—
   (a) the immediate admission of the person to the above treatment centre (strike this out if the person already is a voluntary patient in the centre); and
   (b) the detention of the person in the above treatment centre.

Name (block letters) ................................................................. Date ............. /....../.........
Address (block letters) ................................................................. Time ............. am/pm

Signature .................................................................
(Medical Practitioner)

*Cross out whichever is not applicable.